Veras Activate

Promotions & Coupons
Do you rely on cashier-applied discounts to
execute complex offers and promotions?
If so, you're losing money to fraud and
inaccuracy - and Veras Activate can help.

Accurately Execute Complex Promotions
and Coupons at the POS
At a glance:
Promotional data and interface to unlock advanced capabilities
within Veras CheckOut POS
Complex promotional calculations, including :
Buy X get Y
Spend & save
Package deals
Time-of-day and day-of-the-week-specific promotions
Promotional monitoring and simulation anywhere, anytime
Complex promotion triggering via barcoded coupon —
preventing loss from coupon abuse.

Benefits
Execute complex promotions quickly and accurately at the POS
Enhance customer shopping experience with seamless offer redemption
Generate more profitable promotions by simulating their effects in advance
Reduce fraud, human error and coupon abuse by automating coupon processing
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Uniquely Focused on Perfecting
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